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At right: A cross section of
the trench dug by MSU
geologists. Scientists believe
the layers of sand were
formed by the 1811-12
earthquakes.
(Photo by Ronald Marple)

Unlike California's San Andreas Fault,
which is visible to the naked eye, the New
Madrid Fault lies far beneath the earth's
surface. MSU geologists have made
a discovery that will increase knowledge
of earthquakes in the Mid-South.
^ By Les Seago
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This fissure in the Santa
Cruz Mountains wai
formed on October J
1989, by the San
Francisco earthy
(Photo by JillM

six-foot-deep trench cut
across a Missouri farmer's
field may give earthquake
scientists a rare chance to
study the New Madrid Fault, which
lies hidden beneath seven miles of
sand, clay and rock.
The trench is oneof a series ofexca
vations being dug by geologists from
Memphis StateUniversitys Center for
Earthquake Research and Informa
tion along a 60-mile depression that a
graduate student discoveredby chance.
The discovery has earthquake rem searchers excited because the New
Madrid Fault has leftlittle evidenceof
UM its presence on the surface of the MidSouth.
Ronald T. Marple, who was study
ing fora master's degree ingeophysics
at Memphis State, spotted the fault's
trace ona satellite photographin 1988.
"I was looking for any geological
evidence related to the fault," Marple
said. "I looked at this image from sev
eral different angles, and all of a sud
den the dark areas lined up."
The line was not visible on every
photograph, said Marple,who studied
hundreds of pictures taken from air
planes and satellites during his re
search.
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"In California, the San Andreas
Fault is along the surface where it's
easy to study," said Dr. Eugene
Schweig, a geologist and research
professor who heads the New Madrid
project.
"This is exciting because we didn't
have afault thatwe couldsee," hesaid.
"All of a sudden, we have something
that we can look at and study."
The discovery is importantto geologists and geophysicists because the
actual rupture in the earth's crust lies
beneath aseven-mile-deep layerof soil,
Geologists havefound surfaceevidence
of quakes caused by the New Madrid,
but none along the suspected path of
the fault itself.
Running throughNortheast Arkansas, the Missouri Bootheel and into
Southern Illinois, the New Madrid
Fault linemarks one ofthemost active
earthquake zonesin theUnited States,
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Hundreds of small temblors have
been recorded in the area during the
past 20 years. In 1811-12, however,
the New Madrid set off a series of
quakes that are believed to have
measured 8.0 orhigher on theRichter
scale.
By contrast, the quake that shook
San Francisco last October measured
about 7.1 on the Richter scale.
The Richter scale is a gauge of energy released by an earthquake as
measured by ground motion. Every
increase of one whole number on the
Richter scale means that the ground
motion is 10 times greater.
A quake with a magnitude of 2 is
the smallest normally felt by humans.
Marple said he ruled out dozens of
possiblities before deciding that the
line on the photographs was probably
related to the New Madrid Fault.

He examined old topographical
maps to rule out the chance that the
trace wasthe bed ofadried-up stream.
He also considered that the line might
have been causedby a pipeline or railroad.
At ground level, the fault is visible
as a slight depression, about10 yards
across andlaced with patterns ofsand,
"It's easy to see why nobody foundthis
before," said Dr. Schweig. "You can't
see it on every photograph and from
the ground, you re not aware that it
runs for 60 miles.
Dr. SchweigconvincedtheU.S.Geological Survey and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to fund field studiesofthe depressionto collectevidence
supporting the New Madrid Fault hypothesis. Grantstotalling $77,500have
already been approved by the USGS
and NRC.
Trenches six feet deep and 200 feet
long weredug acrossthe depressionso
Dr. Schweig, Marple and a team of
MSU graduate students could exam
ine a cross section of soil layers. Addi
tional trenches will be dug thisspring.
Memphis State geologists are con
vinced that the depression is directly
related to the breaking of the massive
rock layer that forms the continental
plate on which North America rides.
Because of its loosely packed soil
and deep layer of bedrock, the MidSouth area is subject to something
earthquake scientists call "liquefac
tion."
Liquefaction means that soil loses
its ability to support weightduring an
earthquake. Theshaking alsotends to
hide or blur most surface evidence of
past quakes.
"The fact that we see evidence of
rupture and breaking in the two
trenches is pretty exciting," Dr.
Schweig said.
Along the face of a trench in a field
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Marvelous,
Miraculous

Superconductors
By Les Seago

Superconductors — materials that conduct
electric current without resistance — can
be produced at temperatures near
absolute zero. Scientists throughout the
world are racing to discover a superconductive
material that does not require expensive freezing
systems. Physicists from Memphis State
University are contenders in that race.

Illustration by Jessica W. Anderson
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magnet bathed in a fog of
boiling vapor risesmysteri
ously abovea ceramicwafer
on a laboratory table.
It's a scientific experiment that has
become virtuallya parlortrick, butthe
floating magnet may also be a portent
of even greater sorcery.
Superconductors!
Lightning-quick computers and
high-speed trains that float above the
roadbeds are possible — once scien
tists develop room-temperaturesuper
conductors. Electric transmission sys
tems will then operate with unprece
dented efficiency. Progress in super
conductors may affect almost every
thing that runs on electricity.
All overthe world,physicists, chem
ists and science hobbyists are pursu

ing the dream of a high-temperature
superconductor. Theygrind chemicals
into new compounds, forming tiny
disks. These wafers are then baked at
high temperatures for days before
being tested to measure their resis
tance to electricity.
It's a search for a material that
conducts current without resistance.
It's a race that assures fame and for
tune to the person who discovers a
superconductive material that doesn't
require expensive freezing systems.
"Every high school physics teacher
in the country is playing around with
superconductors," said Dr. Michael
Garland of Memphis State Univer
sity. "You don't need a lot of fancy
equipment, and you only need a few
dollars worthof material to startwith.
Some of the advances have been made
by people that nobody ever heard of
before."
Dr. Garland, who is also engaged in
the superconductor race, takesa prag
matic view of the competition.
"People are excited about the
possibilities," said Dr. Garland.
"But the more realistic people in
the field don't expect any major
overnight breakthrough."
A professor of physics who has
been atMemphis Statesince 1965,
Dr. Garland is no newcomerto su
perconductor search.
"I did my (doctoral)dissertation
on superconductors,"he said."That
was whenit wasa neglected field."
Superconductors have been a
scientific curiositysince 1911when
the Dutchphysicist Kammerlingh
Onnes discovered that some met
als lose resistance to electrical
current when cooled to tempera
tures near absolute zero on the
Kelvin scale(or minus 460 degrees
Fahrenheit).
"He was the first to liquify he
lium," Dr. Garland said. "He had
all this cold stuff and he was look
ing for something to do with it."
Absolute zero, or zero degrees K, is
the temperature at which there is a
total lack of heat. While it is impos
sible to achieve absolute zero, scien
tists have attained temperatures as
low asone-millionth ofa degreeKelvin
through the use of liquified gases.
Liquid helium boils at 4.2 degrees
Kelvin.

Copper and other metals used to
conduct electric current have a builtin resistance that slows the flow of
electrons. While this resistance is
desirable in some applications —such
as electric heaters — it reduces the
efficiency of power lines, electric mo
tors and electromagnets.
In high-voltage electric transmis
sion lines, resistance significantly
reduces the amount of current that
reaches theuser. In a superconductor,
however, electric current flows freely,
something like waterrunning through
a pipe.
Current in a superconducting cir
cuit will continue to flow when the
source has been shut off. Supercon
ducting electromagnets retain their
magnetic power even after the elec
tricity has been interrupted.
The problem, Dr. Garland says, is
that to achievesuperconductivity, the
magnetic coils must be cooled to near
absolute zero. Such a cooling process
continued on page 30

Memphis State physicist
Michael Garland examines
a small ceramic
superconductor.
Inset: Bathed in boiling
vapor, a magnet floats
above a cooled
superconductive wafer.
(Photos by Art Grider)
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Since graduating from Memphis
State with a degree in
mathematics, Robert Milner's*
career has literally
"gone to the dogs."
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

D

ogs will train themselves
if given the chance; it's
people who need instruc
tion, says Robert Milner
Jr., who for more than 20 years has
been training dogs and their masters
to communicate with each other.
"There are no magic rules to train
ing dogs," said Milner."When I'mgoing
to teach a dog a new behavior, I give
him the 'kid' test. I look at him as the
equivalent ofa four-year-old child who
speaks Chinese. All I have to do is
figure out a way to communicate to
that dog what I want, and he'll proba
bly do it for me."
Milner, author of Retriever Train
ing for the Duck Hunter and producer
of two videocassettes on dog training,
taught obedience classes at Memphis
State for 10 years. In addition to con
ducting retriever training seminars
for Abercrombie and Fitch, he has

served as gundog editor for
Waterfowler's World magazine and has
written articles for American Hunter,
Waterfowl Magazine, American Shotgunner and Memphis magazine.
Milner's ideas and training proce
dures have been controversial among
American breeders and trainers. In
fact, Jerome B. Robinson, a writer for
Sports Afield magazine, notes that
Milner is "challenging the gurus of
American retrievertraining." Milner's
methods, which are gentler than tra
ditional trainingregimes, evolvedas a
result of psychology courses he tookin
college.
"I had taken several psychology
courses at MSU," saidMilner. "Alot of
dog training theory and practice
seemed a bit harsh to me. So I got out
my old psych book and started apply
ing basic behavioralmodification prin
ciples to dog training...and it worked."
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Dog training, says Milner, should
be based on logic, consistency and
common sense.He insiststhat alltrain
ing sessions be structured for success;
that is,commands areissued onlywhen
the trainer is certain that the dog will
succeed atthe requiredtask. "Wemake
it easyfor the dog todo what we want,"
said Milner, "and hard for him to do
what we don't want."
When theanimal performssatisfac
torily, he is rewarded and the task is
repeated until a good habit is formed.
By using this method, undesirable
habits are never allowed to develop.
In order to adapt human psycho
logical theories to animals, a knowl
edge ofcanine behavioris essential. In
his book, articles and videotapes,
Milner stresses the relationship be to reinforce thedominance in a domi
he saysthat throughthe yearshis train
tween wolves and their descendants. nant dog."
ing techniques have become increas
Because dogs retain many of their
One of the most important ways to
ancestors' behavioral traits, trainers assert dominance is through voice ingly more gentle. This philosophy,
coupled
with a study of British training
can benefit from studying the dynam tone. "People think dogs understand
techniques, has led Milner to eschew
ics of the wolf pack.
English," said Milner. "They don't. what he terms "field trial mentality."
The most important principle gov They respond to body language."
Milner is convinced that American
erning wolf behavior is the concept of Shouting at a dog will scare orexcite
dominance and submissiveness. The him; similarly, pleading or issuing field trials tend to promote selective
leader of a wolf pack maintains au hesitant commands confuses the ani breeding of hyperactive dogs that are
thority and control through ritual mal. According to Milner, a dog re difficult to train. Instead of judging
behaviors (suchas threateningstares) sponds best to an authoritative tone retrievers on actual hunting perform
ance, field trials set up tests that evalu
as well as through physical size.
of voice. "I can whisper a command," ate what Milner terms "artificial" be
"These behavior traits will be use he said.
haviors.
In American field trials, dogs
ful to us in training because, in order
"In order to attain a dominant re
to getpup toobey youconsistently, you lationship with your pup, you must are expected tofollow their masters'in
structions
insteadof relying on instinct.
must be dominant in relation to the require responsiveness from him,"
pup," writes Milner. "Some of the writes Milner. "The responsiveness But Milner believes dogs should be
judged
on
their
initiative and hunting
things we'll use to achieve dominance is achieved by teaching pup behav
are a direct threatening stare, impos ioral patterns and requiring his skill.
"Field
trials
should
be held to pro
ing posture, and petting or not. The compliance—Strong habits are
petting is relevant to dominance formed. Then deviations from these mote breeding selection for a better
dog,"
said
Milner.
"The
function
of these
through its similarity to grooming. In habits are corrected."
dogs is,theoretically, togo huntingwith
the pack theleader is groomed by sub
When Milner says that bad habits you andto retrieveyour ducksor pheas
ordinates, but does not himself groom are "corrected," he isnot referring to
others. Similarly, a lotof pettingtends infliction of pain. As a matter offact, ants ordoves, or whateveryou're shoot
ing. That involves a large amount of
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inherited behavior—huntinginstinct,
trainability andsome otherthings that
are genetically transmitted, not spe
cifically trained. American field trials
are evaluating mostly trained behav
ior. And that's notsomething that you
can selectively breed for.
"It takes a greatamount ofnegative
conditioning to train such behaviors
as whistle-stopping on a dime at 200
yards or straight-lining behavior," he
continued. "The techniques necessary
to train those behaviors into dogs re
quire a certain amount of pain, or
negative reinforcement.It alsorequires
a dog that's a little crazy in respect to
retrieving desire, has a high pain
threshold and is fairly hard-headed.
Those, tome, aregenetically transmit
ted traits, and I think field trials are
promoting the breeding of dogs like
that."
As part of his effort to promote
gentle, calmretrievers, Milnerimports
British field trial stock. Milner claims
that Americans tend to use force to
suppress undesirable traits in their
dogs, while the British use breeding
techniques to achieve the same goal.
At Wildrose Kennels in Grand Junc
tion, Tenn.,Milner breedsthe imported
animals, crossingthem withwell-bred
American stock.
In addition to writingbooks, teach

ing obedience classes, training gundogs and breeding Labrador retriev
ers, Milner has also trained drugdogs
for police and security services.
Dogs like Wolf, a chocolate Lab who
works with the police force in Marion,
Ark., are trained to help police find
marijuana, cocaine, heroin, methaqualone orcrystal methamphetamines.
For a security company in Texas,
Milner trained Labradors to partici
pate in an education/policing pro
gram. Handlers take the dogs into
classrooms to teach safety concepts to
young children. Studentsare told that
the dog loves little children, but hates
alcohol and drugs. Aspart of the dem
onstration, the dog crawls when told
that smoke is in the room, refuses to
take food from strangers, looks both
ways before crossing the street and
rolls over when told that his clothes
are on fire.
When the dogs are used in high
schools, theemphasis ison drugeradi
cation. At a school-wide assembly, the
dog's drug-finding ability is demon
strated andstudents are informedthat
lockers and cars may be searched at
random. Eventually—as students pet
and playwith thefriendly Labrador—
the dog becomes a positive rolemodel.
Typically, the Labrador retriever and
its handler attend pep rallies, football

and basketballgames and other social
functions.
"Most student bodies will adopt the
dog as a mascot,"writes Milner. "Dogs
have been awarded student ID cards,
graduation caps and many other sym
bols of acceptance. In effect, this cre
ates apeer pressuregroup encompass
ing the entire student body and focus
ing on the Labrador retriever, who
represents anti-drugs and antialcohol....This non-authoritarian ap
proach in conjunction with a kid-dog
bond can produce amazing results, es
pecially on children who are not yet
hard-core drug users. The program
reinforces a positive attitude toward
'not using' drugs and alcohol."
"It's very easy to teach a Labrador
retriever to find drugs because he is
bred selectively to instinctively look
for birds," said Milner. "So all you're
doing is merelysubstituting drugs for
birds. He's already born with the be
havior. You're just substituting the
goals or rewards for him."
Whether using his"common sense"
approach ondrug dogs, gundogs orthe
family mutt, Milner's objective is al
ways the same. "I'm going to train a
dog,"he said,"to bea companion rather
than a pain in the neck."

The Tramp
of Tiny Feet
**

Since the early part of the century,
fire ants have been marching
northward toward Tennessee. The
deadly insects have arrived — and a
Memphis State entomologist
predicts that the infestation
may worsen.

By Les
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Increasing the
deadly fire ant
population, a
queen fire ant
prepares to lay
new eggs.
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Illustration by Carol Neal Reber

tinging, biting fire ants have
established a foothold in
Tennessee, andan entomolo
gist from Memphis State
says the infestation will likely become
worse.
Dr. Harold Bancroft, MSU associ
ate professor of biology, says fire ants
are agricultural pests that also pose a
danger to humans.
"They simplify the environment
where they are established," said Dr.
Bancroft, who first became interested
in fire ants while working on a re
search project at Mississippi State
University in 1976. "Other species of
ants are replaced and other insects
and animalsare affected becausethese
fire ants eat them up."
Introduced into the United States
through Gulf Coast ports, fire ants
have been slowly moving northward
through Alabamaand Mississippisince
the early part of the century. Within
the past two years, fire ant colonies
have been found in Shelby County as
well asin Hardin,McNairy andHarde
man counties along Tennessee's

southern border.
The U.S. Department of Agricul
ture and various state agencies have
been battling the fire ants since they
arrived from South America.
Because their stings leave blisters
and a burning sensation on the skin,
fire ants can be dangerous to animals
and small children. A mass attack by
fire ants has been known to induce
heart attacks or death in victims who
are allergic to the stings.
Black fire ants probably arrived at
Mobile, Ala., in the ballast of ships
from SouthAmerica, Dr.Bancroft says.
They were followed a few years later
by the red fire ant, which may have
hitchhiked fromSouth America in soil
packed around shrubbery and other
nursery stock. The red ants moved
into the Memphis area in the infested
plants, and then flewto other counties
in West Tennessee.
"It doesn't take long for them to
establish themselves," said Dr. Ban
croft. "The male and female ants can
fly for miles."
continued on page 32
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Port to Port
Last July, a group of MSU students left the River
City for the port of Chicago. Through their work
on a new Maritime Museum, they gained
valuable design experience while providing a
service for Chicagoans.
By Ginger C. Holt

C

hicago has been known for
its stockyards, railroads,
Mike Royko and the Great
Fire of 1871.
Now a MemphisState art professor

lity earn fame for a rich maritime
radition that began long be ore
tockyards and railroads made Chi;o a major transportation hu.
>r an estimated 2,000 hours ai
ling "Portto Port-300Yearn
reat Lakes," the openingexhibdft

refurbished warehouse near the Chi est point when we first came in to the
finished product at the press party
cago River.
While the museum's goalis toteach was the highlight of the whole trip,"
the public about Chicago's nautical she said.
"You could walkalong and hear the
history, Bedno's purpose in designing
the exhibit was to provide students good comments. Seeing it come to life
and being there to enjoy it was great.
with practical experience.
"When most people think of exhibi We got a lot of praise for our work."
Formerly owners of a design firm in
tion designers, they think of art muse
ums, and they think that what you do Chicago, theBednos cameto Memphis
is hangpictures on the wall.Museums State three years ago. The husband
now have exhibitionsabout themes or and wife team have created exhibits
ideas. It's a lot of hard work," said for many institutions, including the
Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago Botanic
Bedno.
Elisabeth Powell, an art history Gardens, the National Air and Space
Museum and the Field Museum of
major, agreed.
"I had no idea what it took to put Natural History. The couple has been
together a museum before this," she featured in Print Casebooks:The Best
said. "I would go back and do it again in ExhibitionDesign and Step By Step,
in aminute. Ifeel likeI havea lotmore a magazine for designers.
The Bednos say that everyone in
to contributenow, sinceI've learnedso
volved in such a project benefits from
much."
the
faculty/studentpartnership. While
The project began in May of 1989.
After researching the history of the the Bednos receive production assis
tance,
students gain dimensional de
Port ofChicago, studentsrecorded in a
control book historical and pictorial sign experience. Jobs are available in
the
field
of exhibition design, but no
information aboutChicago tradeships.
Using this book as a reference, they universities offer career training or
degree
programs.
Therefore,the prac
began formulating designs and creat
ing text and graphics. The apprentice tical exhibition designis invaluable to
designers produced colorful, stylized students.
"I was hired at my job becauseI had
banners depicting various ship out
lines. Reading rails — or signs ex experience workingwith Janeand Ed,"
plaining exhibits — were typeset and said Larry Beghtol, a graduate stu
dent and participant in the Maritime
assembled for placement.
When the group arrived in Chicago Museum project."Now Ihave thebasic
last summer, they found museum background evenif Idon't havea degree
construction behind schedule. Stu in exhibition design."
The proposed museum of rock 'n'
dents helped prepare the museum for
its grand opening by hanging lights, roll history inMemphis' Great Ameri
can
Pyramid and the National Civil
assembling cases, cleaning glass and
vacuuming. Only two hours before Rights Center at the Lorraine Motel
will
be planned and executed by exhi
press opening, the group from Mem
phis State completed their last ex bition design consultants, Bedno said.
"The
generalpublic inAmerica looks
hibit. Caterers were beginning to deand her husband Edward, also a pro- liver hors d'oeuvres as the students to museum experiencesas an alterna
tive
when
it wants to spend its time
essor in MSU's Department of Art, left tochange outof their work clothes.
Packed a vanwith students and equipThe hectic pace was worth it, ac and money," she said."More people go
to
museums
than football games —
cent and setsail for Illinois last July, cording to Nena Munden, a senior.
, ttucag° owes its existence to its
"The opportunity to work on some- the statisticsare there.A lotof institu
tions
are
growing
to fill this need."
location at the connecting point be- thing that actually manifested itself
Sam Minor,a graduatestudent who
ween the Great Lakes and theMissis- was the best part," she said."In most
accompanied
the
Bednos
to Chicago,
6y
River
S
stem
More
than
26 00ft k
y
situations, students work on a print
Sailed through Chicago
in lRfto
project by themselves and turn it in. realized the worth of his experience.
"I
visited
the
college
where
Igot my
making
[t
a
rt
bv I A
P° rivaled only This was a groupsituation, which was
undergraduate degreeand showedthe
The fV°n'
^ork ancl Hamburg, more realistic."
professors
my
work
on
the
Maritime
80
Maritime
mote tk^
Society proPowell felt the experience was fulMuseum," he said."They told me stu
ke"tage through research, filling
educat
as well as educational,
1 programs in schools and
the
"The metamorphosis of seeing the dent work on anything of that magnicontinued on page 31
new museum, which islocated in a
museum come together from the low

Cholesterol
Confiision

11DCs...LDLs...monounsaturated...polyunsaturated
...What does it all mean? An MSU nutrition
professor explains the basics of
heart-healthy eating.

T

he typical American diet
has become the center of a
grave controversy.
With an array of highfat, calorie-laden products and an unequaled abundance of food per capita,
Americans are learning that, nutri
tionally, richer is not necessarily bet
ter.
"A low-fat diet is the best tool we
have today to prolong life," said Dr.
Robin R.Roach, anassistant professor
of nutrition in Memphis State's home

economics department and an advo
cate of healthier food choices.
"I think there isa lotof media inter
est in low-fat food products, but I be
lieve that there still is an affluence
associated with high-fat foods," she
continued. "We stillgo toJustine's and
have real butter on our bread, real
sour cream on our potatoes and real
cream in our coffee.
"I'm not sure we are a society yet
which appreciates healthier foods."

Cholesterol — The
Hidden Health Hazard
The medical community's views on
cholesterol haveshifted overthe years,
but most researchers today believe
increased blood cholesterol levels are
associated with high rates of coronary
disease.
For the average person, cholesterol
remains an obscure medical term,
fraught with deadly connotations.
In simple terms, cholesterol is a
soft, waxy substance made by the
body and found in all foods of animal
origin. Cholesterol is used to make
strong cell membranes, to mold the
sheaths that protect nerve fibers and
to produce vitamin D and certain
hormones. Theliver alsomanufactures
500 to 1,000 milligrams of cholesterol
daily to make bile acids necessary for

Illustration by Jessica W. Anderson

digestion of fats.
Excess cholesterol can bea factorin
heart disease. Toomuch cholesterol in
the blood promotes the formation of
fatty depositsalong arterywalls. When
these deposits accumulate, the arter
ies narrow and may block the flow of
blood to the heart. Without the oxy
gen-supplying blood, heart muscles
weaken, resulting inchest pain, heart
attacks or even death.
At least one fatal heart attack oc
curs in the United States every min
ute, but many of these could be pre
vented. A cholesterol-lowering diet —
together with moderate exercise and
weight loss,if necessary—mayreduce
blood cholesterol levelsand lessen one
of the risk factors that contributes to
heart disease. With current choles
terol consumption averaging 430 mg
a day, Americans have a long way to
go to reach the recommended level of
no more than 300 mg daily.

The Magic Numbers
At least half of all Americans have
cholesterol levels higher than the rec
ommended 200 milligrams per decili
ter, but the glut of information on
cholesterol does little but confuse the
average consumer.
The National Cholesterol Educa
tion Program, launched in 1985 by the
National Institutes of Health, formu
lated guidelines to educate the public
on cholesterol and the bestmethods to
control it.
"We never had national standards
for evaluating cholesterol before,"Dr.
Roach explained. "Now we have set
figures to gauge the levels."
The standards set a blood choles
terol level under 200 mg/dl as good.
Levels ranging from 200 to 239 are
considered borderline high. Approxi
mately one in four American adults
have levels of cholesterol exceeding
240 mg/dl. The National Cholesterol
Education Program recommends that
everyone over the age of two have a
blood cholesterol testand those whose
count exceeds240 mg/dlconsult physi
cians for dietary or drug therapy.
A simple cholesterol count, how
ever, does not give a complete picture.
To obtainthe mostuseful information,
detailed blood profile with a break

down of HDL (high density lipopro
teins) and LDL (low density lipopro
teins) is usually required.
"I think people are confused about
what HDL and LDL are," said Dr.
Roach. "They are just carriers of cho
lesterol in the bloodstream.
"The LDL is a protein compound
that transports cholesterol from the
liver to the artery. The HDL carrieris
the compound called the 'scavenger
protein' because ittransports the cho
lesterol back to the liver where it can
be broken down."
Considered the "good cholesterol,"
the HDL removes excess cholesterol
from artery walls, delivering it to the
liver for elimination from the body.
"When we look at the mosteffective
way to raise HDL levels, exercise
emerges as the primary factor," said
Dr. Roach."HDLs areaffected moreby
exercise and LDLs are influenced
largely through diet."
High levels of LDL, designated the
"bad cholesterol," signify the likeli
hood of atherosclerosis, a major form
of coronary artery disease. The LDL
deposits cholesterol along the artery
walls, clogging the blood flow to the
heart.

Fat — the Cholesterol
Culprit
The public dilemmacenters around
the mosteffective waysto reduceblood
cholesterol levels.
"What you needto do is look at your
diet," said Dr.Roach, whorecommends
that even people with readings under
200 mg/dl should consider monitoring
their food choices to maintain these
levels.
"What I consider first and foremost
is how muchfat is in your diet. I don't
care what form itis orwhat type—the
main point is to decrease total fat."
Fat makes up approximately 37
percent of calorie consumption in the
average American diet. About onethird of this fat intake comes from
meat productsincluding beef, porkand
poultry, nutritionists say. Although
fats arean importantsource ofenergy,

the American Heart Association rec
ommends no more than 30 percent of
daily calories should come from fat.
"After you decrease total fat, then
you want to look at the kind of fat
your diet," Dr. Roach said. "When you
evaluate the type of fat, you should
make sure that you are eating more of
the polyunsaturatedand monounsaturated fats — typically the vegetable
fats."

Poly-, Mono- and
Saturated Fats
The type offat found in foods deter
mines its effect on blood cholesterol.
Current research indicates that
saturated fats raise blood cholesterol
levels. While polyunsaturated fats
lower both HDLand LDL levels in the
blood, the monounsaturated fats —
found in peanut, olive and canola
(rapeseed) oils—have the bestoverall
effect on decreasing LDL levels.
Saturated fats are solid at room
temperature and,like cholesterol,come
mainly from animal sources such as
beef, poultry and whole-milk dairy
products. Tropical oils such as palm
oil, palm kerneloil and coconutoil are
vegetable products and cholesterolfree, yet they are sources of highly
saturated fats. Common foods that
contain highly-saturated tropical oils
include crackers, bakery products,
gourmet coffee,microwave popcornand
chocolate.
"The saturated fats are the real
dietary culpritsand shouldbe avoided,"
said Dr. Roach. "The saturated fats
have twice the cholesterol-raising ef
fects as the polyunsaturated fats have
cholesterol-lowering effects."
Hamburgers, hot dogs and lunch
meats are the topcontributors of satu
rated fats inthe American diet,nutri
tionists note.Other popularfoods high
in saturated fats include ice cream,
cheese, baconand commercially-baked
goods. Beef and pork contain a high
proportion of fatty acids, 45percent of
which is saturated. Poultry, however,
is lowin fatif theskin isremoved prior
to cooking.

>ietary Cholesterol
Although saturated fat has the
greatest impact onraising cholesterol
levels, dietary cholesterol can also
cause an increase. Organ meats such
as liver, kidney and heart are high in
cholesterol and should only be eaten
occasionally, says Dr. Roach. Other
foods high in cholesterol include egg
yolks and whole-milk dairy products.
Skim or non-fat milk contains only
trace amounts of both fat and choles
terol. In whole milk, 50 percent of the
calories come from fat; however, twopercent milk containsonly half the fat
of whole milk. Tub margarines made
from liquid vegetable oils are much
lower in saturated fat and contain no
cholesterol. Fruits, vegetables, vege
table oils, grains, cereals and nuts
contain no cholesterol.

Product Labeling —
Consumer Beware
Consumers should be cautious be
cause some foods, such as coconut,
may contain no cholesterol but still
contain large amounts of saturated
fat. Misleading labeling may also
cause public confusion. Some food
labels read: "Contains no cholesterol,
only vegetable oil."
"On labels reading 'partiallyhydrogenated vegetable oil,' the public may
be misled," said Dr. Roach. "The proc
ess thathardens thevegetable oiltends
to make it more saturated. Therefore
the product mightnot be a goodchoice
even thoughit containsonly vegetable
oil. Hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated vegetable oils should be
avoided."

Dr. Roach also objects to the recent*
surge ofproducts toutedas "made with
oat bran."Although soluble fiber found
in oat brandoes aidin loweringcholes
terol levels, commercial oatbran prod
ucts usually do not contain enough
fiber to decrease total blood choles
terol. Many of these foods — such as
potato chips coated with oat bran —
are laced with saturated fats and,
therefore, poor choices for health-con
scious consumers.
"Your bodyuses cholesterolto make
bile," Dr. Roach said. "Fiber is impor
tant because it helps rid the body of
bile. You then use the cholesterol in
your body to make more bile, thus
potentially reducing your total choles
terol level."
Nutritionists advocate increasing
fiber with freshfruits, raw vegetables,
whole grain products and dried peas
and beans. Research has shown that
increasing fiber lowers LDL levels
when combined with a low-fat and
low-cholesterol diet.
Although medical authoritiesargue
over the significance of cholesterol in
heart disease, they agree that high
cholesterol remains a health hazard.
Over 45 million Americans are un
aware they have high cholesterol lev
els. By reducing saturated fat and
cholesterol in the diet, the average
American candecrease hischolesterol
level. Maintaining an ideal weight,
increasing intake of complex carbohy
drates and exercising regularly will
further lower the blood cholesterol
count.
"Too much information can be ex
tremely confusing," Dr. Roach said.
"That is why people must sift through
and find what is most important to
them. Then they must apply those
principles of good health to their per
sonal lifestyles." @
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In his 17th year a
park ranger, Dr. Dwyer
performs one of his many
duties — directing traffic at
Acadia National Park in
Maine. (Photo by Jeff Smith)

America's Parks
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Memphis State's Park
Ranger Training Program
— one of only 1*2 $uch
programs in the nation
— prepares students for
law enforcement careers
ThrGugh role-playing and'
practical "hands-on"
experience.
By Gary Garth

T

wo park rangers hike into a
remote canyon of the Rocky
Mountain National Park,
where they find a suspected
bank robber and two other fugitives.
Outnumbered and far from help, the
rangers convince the campers to hike
back to civilization, where six police
officers take them into custody.
How do two rangers convince three
desperate fugitivesto peacefullycarry
their own gear out of a remote canyon
and into the arms of the law?
"I just used the 'Dwyer peoplemanagement approach,'" said Jim
Detterline, a graduate of Memphis
State University'sPark RangerTrain
ing Program and one of the rangers in
Forest Canyon thatday. "Weplayed it
safe, but I actually had these guys
packing all their garbage out. I had
them walking out without having to
create a hostile situation. They were
pretty surprised. They didn't think we
knew about the robbery."
The "Dwyer people-management
approach" forms the core of Memphis
State's highly successful Park Ranger
Training Program, designed and

Opposite page: Rangers fight a
forest fire in Yellowstone National
Park. (Photo by Jim Gaddy)
At right: Park rangers assist a
victim during a river rescue
on the Colorado River in
the Grand Canyon.

taught by Dr. William O. Dwyer, pro
fessor of psychology and a veteran
seasonal National Park Ranger. Dur
ing the past10 years the program has
successfully trained and placed ap
proximately 250 graduates with vari
ous park agencies.
Dr. Dwyer first worked as a sea
sonal park ranger in 1972. At that
time theNational ParkService trained
its own lawenforcement officers.But a
few years later the NPS began to rely
on schools and universities for quali
fied people. At the 1979 National
Ranger Association meeting, Dr.
Dwyer suggested that professorswith
park ranger experience recruit stu
dents to help supply ranger candi
dates. Soon afterward he was ap-

proached about starting a training
program.
"I got a call from the Federal Law
Enforcement TrainingCenter, andthe
National Park Service representative
suggested that I look into running a
law enforcement school," said Dr.
Dwyer, who attended the National
Park Service academy at Harpers
Ferry, W.Va. "I looked around at the
resources we had here (at Memphis
State) and saw that we could do it."
With assistance from faculty in the
Cecil C.Humphreys Schoolof Law and
the Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, Dr. Dwyer
designed the MSU ParkRanger Train
ing Program.Graduates began receiv
ing certificates in 1981.
Memphis State was one of the first
universities in the country to imple
ment a Park Ranger Training Pro
gram and is one of about 12 in opera
tion at the present time. MSU's pro
gram covers two semesters and re
quires 300 hours, making it the only
one formatted on an eight-month
schedule. Through role-playing and
practicing hands-on techniques, stu
dents are instilled with what Detter
line terms"the Dwyerpeople-manage
ment approach."
"Law enforcementis fundamentally
continued on page 31

Profile:

Jamie Lee McMahan
A former Memphis
State basketball
player has forsaken
the computer
industry's stressful
corporate
environment to
pursue a career as a
portrait painter.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

I

t has taken Jamie McMahan
almost aquarter ofa centuryto
realize his ambition as an art
ist, but the one time Memphis
State basketball player hasfound his
mid-career transition an easy one.
"Even though I'll miss it in some
ways, it'sa relief to getout ofthis highstress business," said McMahan, who
has worked in themarketing divisions
of several computer manufacturers,
including IBM. "The computer field is
always in a state of desperation."
Within the pastyear McMahan has
forsaken the corporate environment
for a career as a portrait painter.
The 1965 MSU graduate recently
completed a commissioned portrait of
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alex
Haley. McMahan has also painted
portraits of Senators Jim Sasser of
Tennessee and Thad Cochran of
Mississippi.
"I likemy portrait very, verymuch,"
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McMahan adds finishing touches to a portrait of Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alex
Haley.

said Haley. "Not only do I like it, but
people who have seen it have been
unanimous insaying that Jamie's work
has a reality to it. One of the things I
like about him is that he's a Southern
artist, and he's virtually from my
hometown. I was startled to find an
artist like Jamie coming out of Ripley,
Tennessee."
"I painted two portraits of Alex
Haley," said McMahan. "One was for
him, and one was for me — for my
portfolio. Itook thesecond onealong to
show him when I delivered his por
trait. He bought them both."
McMahan admits that he never
anticipated a career in art.
"I was always drawing something,"

he said. "I had a flair for that. But I
didn't think it was a feasible alterna
tive for a career. I knew it was fulfill
ing, butI didn'thave anyartists asrole
models, so I never really understood
the value of it."
When he arrived at MSU on a bas
ketball scholarship, McMahan was
determined tomajor in mathand minor
in art. Since he was red-shirted his
sophomore year, McMahanwas at the
University for five years. After com
pleting requirements for a math ma
jor, heopted to earn asecond degree in
art.
While.academics played an impor
tant role in his college career, McMa
han spentcountless hourson the MSU

(At left) "Leslie," oil on
canvas (22" x 28");
(bottom left)
"Granddaddy," oil on
canvas (20" x 24");
(below) "Tracy," oil on
canvas (22" x 28").

who teaches at the Art Students
League. Many of the things he said
sounded familiar. It's only now that a
lot of the thingsthe instructorstold me
at Memphis State are beginning to
sink in. I didn't have the commitment
at the time.It takes maturity and just
doing it before theunderstanding really
sets in."
Several factors provided the impe
tus for McMahan's career change.
During extensive travel — in Europe,
Southeast Asia, the Middle East and
Australia—he visitedthe world'sgreat
museums. "Even when I made com
pany trips to other cities, I always
seemed to end up at the local art
museum," he said. "That made me
think more about getting back into
art."
Then two years ago, McMahan at
tended another workshop. Everett
Raymond Kinstler, workshop instruc
tor and nationally known artist, en
couraged McMahan to become a fulltime portrait painter.
"Of course,"he said,"that's justwhat
I wanted to hear."
As a result of the career change,
State, McMahan's artistic talent lay McMahan's lifestyle has been altered
dramatically. After living in West
dormant.
"It wasn't until years later that I Tennessee for most of his life, he re
picked up the brush," he said. What I cently moved to Georgia. In Novem
learned at Memphis State was the ber, hewas commissionedby theGeor
groundwork for painting — the con gia Legislature to paint a portrait of
ceptual things that you have to learn John Ross, who waschief of theChero
kee nation during the Trail of Tears
first to be a painter.
"Portrait painting is an entirely relocation. The portrait will hang in
different field in itself. Communica the Georgia Capitol's rotunda.
"St. SimonsIsland isan excitingart
basketball court. In his three seasons tion between the artist and subject is community," he said. "Along the coast
as a centeron the team, he scored 579 particularly important — it is a proc there are quite a few galleries. Artists
ess
of
the
subject's
revealing
and
the
points for the Tigers. During
here have great visibility. I'm doing
McMahan's senior year — MSU's first artist's seeing the inner character. I seascapes andother scenesin addition
year of play in the Mid-South Coli remember instructorsat MSUempha to portraits. I also have a number of
seum —heled the team in rebounding sizing the importance of seeing past friends in this area who are working
and was second highest scorer, aver the surface. It's probably the most
valuable lesson in art that I am still artists.
aging 11.3 points per game.
"But," he said, "my family lives in
"I learned more during the short learning.
"I startedexperimenting afew years West Tennessee and I am working on
period that I was at Memphis State
some commissions in Memphis. So I
than I have during the rest of my life," after MSU, doing two or three things a hope to have the best of both worlds.
said McMahan. "Being from a small year: pastels, charcoals or sometimes
"When you makethis kind of career
town, I was as green as I could be.The oil painting. Although Ilearned about
decision," said McMahan, "you won
teachers and people who worked on it, I still didn't take it too seriously. It der if you'redoing the right thing. But
campus were so supportive. I knew was a matter of priorities.
"About three years ago, I went to a it has been a lifelong dream, andbusi
most of my instructors, and they knew
workshop inNew York—underDaniel ness has been good. I'm having a ball
me. It was a very personal campus."
For years after leaving Memphis

Profile:

Judge
Bernice
Donald
Overcoming barriers of race,
gender and social class, this
MSU graduate has become
the first black female ever
appointed to Federal
Bankruptcy Court in
the United States.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

T

he lights go down in the
crowded auditorium. Be
hind the stage stands a
young black girl, her hands
"7 shall be telling this with a sigh
clenched tightly, her heart pounding
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
with excitement and nervousness. For
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
months she has prepared for this
I took the one less traveled by,
moment, hasanticipated theaccolades
And that has made all the difference."
and applause.
Finally the moment has come.
Confidently she steps out onto the
Decades later, Bernice Bouie
stage andbegins torecite thepoem she Donald, the only black female bank
has memorized.
ruptcy judge in the nation, recounts
"Two roads diverged in a yellow that ill-fated performance with a rue
wood..."
ful smile. She says the experience
Suddenly, students inthe audience taught her the importance of persis
begin tojeer andboo. Witheach stanza, tence.
the audience becomes more boister
"I tell this story to groups of school
ous.
children," she said, "because it's im
The girl can scarcely hear herself portant that they know they will not
speak; yet she steadfastly continues, always bemet with open arms, or even
relinquishing the stage only when acceptance. Even thoughthe audience
every line of the poem has been deliv at the talent program didn't appreci
ered:
ate that poem, it represented a per
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sonal accomplishment, and my ability
to communicatehas proven to bea key
factor in my career.
"I think there's a mistaken impres
sion thatin order tobe successfulyou've
got to have a head start on life — you
must have otherfamily members who
are successful, who have achieved or
who havea soundstation inlife. If not,
you must have money or you must
come from a family that enjoys a posi
tion of power. Many people, because
they lack thoseattributes, use itas an
excuse for not moving beyond their
present position."
Born sixth of ten children, Donald
realized earlyin lifethat theodds were
stacked against her: she was a black
female from Mississippi whose par
ents were neither affluent nor well
educated. Undaunted, and endowed

norities. Her public speaking engage
with imagination and determination, fear ofrejection—the fearthat I could ments —whichrange fromcivic groups
she focused her energy on academics. possibly fail — was really scary. But I to kindergarten classes — number
ran,
and
while
it
was
not
easy,
when
In 1969, she became the first in her
approximately 100 per year.
family to graduate from high school. the dust settled, I had won."
"I think it's important to hear en
While her family — parents, sib
When Donald enrolled inMemphis
couragement," shesaid. "Especially in
State, sheplanned onearning adegree lings andhusband Don—havealways the black community. It is so impor
been
supportive,
Donald
says
that
her
in library science.
tant for boys and girls to know indi
"One ofmy rolemodels hadbeen the father had a surprising reaction when viduals who have achieved. I'm really
librarian atOlive BranchHigh School," she toldhim shewas runningforjudge. concerned thatmany youngpeople are
"When Ibecame alawyer, myfather
said Donald. "I thought that was the
opting outbecause thereare sufficient
most perfect position that one could was so proud of me," she said. He crutches or excusesto keepthem from
have. She had a wealth of books and would talk about 'his daughter the applying themselves. Others are opt
lawyer'
to
all
of
his
friends,
because
he
information at her fingertips, and she
ing outbecause theylack directionand
wielded so much power because she was a mechanic and we didnt have succumb to notions of despair.
was keeper of all those books and all any other professionals in my family.
"I tell young peoplethat theyshould
On occasion, I would tape arguments,
that information."
not use a lack of money or positionas
But during her first semester at and my father would play the little an excusefor not achieving. Because if
MSU, Donald made an"A" in a sociol cassette recording for his friends. I they do, it will become a crutch and
ogy course and assumed that she was know they got tired of hearing me they won't go anywhere. But their
destined to be a sociologist. Upon argue while they waited to get their failure will not be because of all these
graduation, Donalddiscovered thatthe cars repaired.
"When I decided that I wanted to things they perceive as problems; it
demand for sociologists was low. She
will be because they didn't try by pre
began to do volunteer work for the run forjudge, my father was actually paring themselves."
Memphis andShelby CountyJuvenile disappointed thatI wasno longergoing
In addition to public speaking obli
to
be
a
lawyer,
but
was
going
to
settle
Court, working as an auxiliary proba
gations, Donald has anumber of other
for being a judge.
tion officer with troubled youth.
interests. For four years, she taught
"Now,"
adds
Donald,
"he
has
ac
"Even thoughI didn'tget ajob inmy
research, writing and ethics courses
field," she said,"I hadthe gratification cepted it and he's prouder than ever. as an adjunct law professor at MSU.
of beinginvolved inwhat Iperceived to I have definitely found my niche. I al She is president-elect of the National
be my field through thevolunteer work. ways want to have a career in the Association of Women Judges and
I've found that I have been able to judiciary."
After six years on the General Ses serves on the board of directors of the
apply mysociological trainingthrough
National Conference of Women's Bar
out my career, because at each level sions Court bench, Donald was ap Associations. She has served on a
I've been involved with people and pointed in June of 1988 to U.S. Bank number of local community boards,
ruptcy
Court
for
the
Western
District
human behavior."
including the Lupus Foundation, the
As a result of her work with the of Tennessee. The district's 22,000 Memphis Literacy Council,Mid-Town
Juvenile Court, Donald once again pending cases are divided between Mental Health and Memphis State's
changed hercareer focus. Determined Donald and two other judges. While Alumni and Law Alumni associa
to become an advocate of children's the caseload is overwhelming, Donald
tions.
rights, she earned a law degree at the says she enjoys the variety and re
As she discusses her accomplish
sponsibility.
Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law.
"Here, I'mdealing with alotof people ments and her goals for the future,
"Interestingly enough," she said,
Donald reflectsonce againon thepoem
"I've never tried onecase ofchild advo who are sometimes in very desperate she recited years ago in that fateful
situations," she said. "I find Bank
cacy."
talent show: "One thing thathas been
Donald worked for Memphis Area ruptcy Court to be an extremely chal a source of inspiration to me through
Legal Services andthe Shelby County lenging, exciting and rewarding posi the years is Robert Frost's poem, 'The
Public Defender's Office before decid tion. Each day in court, the drama of Road Not Taken.' I guess it has been
ing to run for General Sessions Court life is played out before the judges. the motto that I'velived by. I took the
Every day there is something exciting
judge.
road less traveled — the path of hard
"I have a philosophy that if there's going on, and each day you have an work, diligence, preparation and per
something that is not as efficient or opportunity to make a contribution
sistence — and I feel that it has made
that
makes
a
difference
in
someone's
effective as it could be, then I have an
all the difference.
obligation to do my part to try and life."
"As for the future, I'll just continue
As
the
only
black
female
bankruptcy
change it," she said. "I was in a posi
to work as hard as I canand see how
tion to offer myself for service and to judge in the United States, Donald is
much further it leads."
acutely
aware
of
her
position
as
role
try to change some things in the sys
tem that concerned me. Facing the model for women, children and mi
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EWSBITS
Center of Excellence
Deemed "Accomplished"

Artist Brings Works Home to Memphis State

M

emphis State's Center ofExcel
lence inEducation hasbeen des
ignated an "Accomplished Center of
Excellence" by the Tennessee Higher
Education Commission.
All five of Memphis State's Centers
of Excellence now have the status of
"Accomplished" centers,a designation
based on external reviews, with crite
ria including evidence of substantial
accomplishment and a five-year plan.
Established in1985 toprovide lead
ership inthe stateand nationin devel
oping and researching innovative
teacher educationprograms, the MSU
Center of Excellence in Education is
considered a model program of na
tional significance.
The Center has developed and
implemented the five-year Master of
Arts in Teaching program for entrylevel preparation of master teachers.
It hasalso revisedcareer development
degree programs for in-service school
personnel consistent withthe Tennes
see Career Ladder.
Recent achievements by the Center
include such national recognition as
the Innovation in Teacher Education
Award presented by the Southeast
Regional Association of Teacher Edu
cators; Distinguished Achievement
Award presented by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education; and the Christa McAuliffe
Showcase for Excellence Award pre
sented by the AmericanAssociation of
State Colleges and Universities.
In addition, the Center has been
awarded aCarnegie Corporationgrant
and a Ford Foundation grant.

Helmsman Cartoonist Wins Award

M
A

360-degree painting that took
a former MSU faculty member
10 years to finish was showcased in
the University Gallery during Octo
ber and November.
Artist William Dunlap was com
missioned by thedirector ofthe Corco
ran Gallery of Art in Washington,
D.C., to paint the 14-canvas cyclorama, titled Panorama of the Ameri
can Landscape. The collection was
specially designed for the Rotunda,a
circular room in the Corcoran Gal
lery.
"The work is the culmination of
everything I've been doing," Dunlap
explained. "Peoplehave athing about
round rooms — they tend to walk
straight through them. I'm not going
to make it easy for someone to do
that. I'm going to ambush them aes
thetically."
The 112-foot Panorama is based
on the Blue Ridge landscape near
Dunlap's Virginiahome andthe Antietam battleground inMaryland. The
landscapes and pastoral settings do
not depict actual locations, but are
adapted fromscenes inDunlap's past.
"I describe my artas 'hypothetical
realism,' something that is not real,

Artist William Dunlap relaxes
amid several of his latest works.
(Photo by Lisa Berg)

but couldbe," saidDunlap. "I inventthe
places I paint, becauseI want to jar your
memory: I want you to say, 'I've seen
that somewhere.' It (hypothetical real
ism) is a phrase that I invented tonguein-cheek, but it makes sense."
Dunlap, a professor of art and direc
tor ofspecial projects atMemphis State
in 1979 and 1980, said he misses the
atmosphere of MSU.
"It was lively — the conversations,
arguments and variety of ideas were
great," Dunlapsaid. "I miss it and wish
I'd had more time to see it develop."
The formerfaculty memberexplained
that he left MSU because the market
place wasreceptive tohis workat atime
when hefelt hemust discontinueteach
ing.
"I was at a point in my career where
I had to practice what I preached,"said
Dunlap. "I had been telling young art
ists to go out and show their art, while
I was trying to do both teaching and
showing for so long. It got to the point
where I had to put up or shut up, and
that's what I did. I followed new op
tions."

emphis State cartoonist Wes
Brewer won first place in a
national collegiate competition for his
strip "Hightops." The strip, about a
family whose last name is Hightops,
appears in MSU's student newspaper
The Daily Helmsman.
"Getting an award like this may
help mewith my long-termgoals," said
Brewer, who has drawn the strip for
two years. "It's very hard to get a
nationally syndicated strip, but like

most cartoonists, that's my ultimate
Brewer, a sophomore majoring in
graphic design, received the College
Media Advisers Award at the College
Media Advisers/Associated Collegiate
Press conventionheld inNew Orleans
last November.
The onlyMid-South winner,Brewer
competed with 11 other entries in the
strip cartooncategory. Apanel ofseven

each contestant.
Brewer's strip, which has also ap
peared in aSoviet student newspaper
as partof an exchange project, evolved
out of his observations of family life.
"The
i ne strip
—F is loosely based on
~ the
»"
experiences of myfamily and onthose
yy
01
my
liieiiu-D,
^
"
of my friends," Brewer explained. I
think the wayfamilies interact is very
interesting. Familiesseem tobe where
all the humorous things in life occur."

Engineering Project Is More Hian^'Child's Play"

A

group of engineering students
from Memphis State has built a
playground for preschool children at a
Memphis community center.
"It gave usa chance todo some real
practical engineering," said Dr. John
W. Smith, a professorof civilengineer
ing at MSU's Herff College of Engi
neering. "And it wasfor a worthwhile
purpose. Thesekids didn'thave aplace
where they could be turned loose to
play."
About 50 children fromlow-income
families are enrolled in a day-care
center at Porter Community Center.
Dr. Smith said officials of the
Memphis HousingAuthority andMemphis chapterof theNational Council of
Jewish Women approached the engi
neering school for help.
"The Housing Authority was run
ning a day-care center for preschool
ers, and the Council of JewishWomen

had alittle bitof moneyto payfor some saw thekids overthere, theygot pretty
playground equipment if we would enthusiastic.
"Now the Community Center can
build it," Dr. Smith said.
Students fromMSU's studentchap turn the kidsloose on the playground,
ter ofthe AmericanSociety ofCivil En and they will have plenty of things to
gineers designed a complex of wooden play on," Dr. Smith said.
Photo by Art Grider
platforms connected by cable bridges
and other equipment for
climbing and children's
games. Concrete founda
tions were poured as the
equipment was fabricated
in MSUengineering shops.
Graduate students
joined the project last fall.
"A lot of the graduate
students were foreign stu
dents," Dr. Smith said."At
first, some ofthem couldn't
understand why anyone
would want to become in
volved in all this work for
strangers, but once they

NEWSBITS
Federal Express
Endows State's First
$2 Million Chair

T

he Federal Express Corp. has
endowed the state's first $2
million Chair of Excellence at Mem
phis State's Fogelman Collegeof Busi
ness and Economics.
"This generous contribution from
Federal Express recognizes the grow
ing importance of technology in the
science ofdecision-making inthe busi
ness world," said Dr. Victor Feisal,
MSU's vice president for academic
affairs. "The new Chair of Excellence
will helpmake MemphisState aleader
in the field."
The Federal Express endowment
will make possible a new research
professorship in management infor
mation systems and decisionsciences.
The department offers courses in a
relatively new discipline that involves
computers and other technology to
gather and analyze information used
to make business decisions.
The Federal Express Chair brings
to 18 the number of Chairs of Excel
lence endowedat MemphisState since
the program was begun.
"Our management information
systems program already has a
strong regional reputation because of
our excellent faculty,"said Dr. J. Tay
lor Sims, dean of the Fogelman Col
lege. "The Federal Express Chair of
Excellence will permit usto recruitthe
most outstanding scholar available in
the field and place us among the
nation's leading institutions."

IBM Grants Access to Supercomputer

S

tudents at Memphis State's
Fogelman College of Business
and Economicsnow havea rare oppor
tunity touse asupercomputer forclass
room work and research.
"I don't know of another school of
business that allows students to ac
cess asupercomputer," saidDr. Robert
Schooley, an assistant professor who
helped convincethe IBMCorp. tomake
computer time available. "In most
places, students just read about it."
"Our business college is among the
few, if not the first, business school in
the world doing supercomputer re
search andstudying its applicationsin
business decision-making processes,"
said Dr. Mohammad Amini, an assis
tant professor working on the project.
Experience with supercomputers
can be animportant part ofa business
student's education,Dr. Schooleysaid.
But access to one of the supercomput

Pianists Compete for $10,000 in Prizes
At International Masters Piano Competition
Memphis State University's third
International Masters Piano Compe
tition and Festival last fall.
Fourteen semifinalists, ages 21 to
33, were selected from tapes submit
ted andinvited to compete for $10,000
in prize money that was awarded to
the top three pianists in the competi
tion.
"Besides offering more prize money
than the lastcompetition, we changed
the focus of the competition from na
tional to international,"said Angeline
Case-Newport, competition founder
and director. "This has resulted in a
significant improvementin thecaliber
and number of the contestants. Many
of themare prizewinners insuch major
piano competitions as the Gina
Thomas Otten
Bachauer, William Kapell and Young
orty pianists from 18 states and Keyboard Artists.
14 foreign countries entered the
"Most havemusical careersin place,
preliminary round of competition for performing in Carnegie Hall, Lincoln
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ers isdifficult toobtain. One reason for
the limited access is cost: time on a
supercomputer can cost thousands of
dollars per hour.
"Some problems justcan't be solved
with a regular computer," Dr. Amini
said. "Supercomputers are capable of
crunching greatamounts ofdata in an
amazingly short time. They are ca
pable ofperforming millionsof compu
tations per second."
Dr. Schooley and Dr. Amini ap
proached IBMwith aproposal combin
ing research and classroom instruc
tion last year. The company agreed to
give MSU 100 hours of time on its
3090/300E supercomputer at IBM's
Los Angeles Scientific Center.
Students cantap thesupercomputer
using existing phone equipment. A
representative of IBM estimates that
the grant will be worth as much as
$200,000 to Memphis State.

Pianist

continued

Center, Kennedy Center and other
major American and foreign halls,"
she said.
Serving as guest artists and judges
were John Perry, Maurice Hinson and
James Tocco.
John Perryopened the festival with
a recital. Perry isa faculty member at
the University of Southern California,
Rice University in Houston and the
Aspen Summer Music Festival. Hin
son, professor of piano in theSchool of
Church Musicat theSouthern Baptist

Theological Seminary in Louisville,
Ky., gave a lecture-demonstration,
"Chopin PedalingBased onAutographs
and First Editions."
Acclaimed concert pianist James
Tocco presented a lecture-recital on
"Piano Music of Aaron Copland." A
member of the Indiana University
music faculty, Toccohas performed in
concert on five continents andappeared
with suchmajor symphony orchestras
as the Chicago, Detroit and Atlanta
Symphonies, the Los Angeles, Buffalo

and Berlin Philharmonics, the Bavar
ian Radio Orchestra and the Orchestre de la Suisse Romande.
Claiming first place and the$5,000
prize in the competition was Thomas
Otten, a University of Southern Cali
fornia doctoral student. Peter Mack,
an Irish pianist living in Seattle, won
the $3,000 second prize. A student at
Rutgers University, Elyane Laussade
came in third.
The competition was co-sponsored
by the Memphis Arts Council.

Mandela Predicts Holocaust

S

outh Africa may be on the verge cauldron of bitterness," according to
of a second Holocaust, according Mandela.
"In Nazi Germany, the Jews were
to Maki Mandela, who visited the
Memphis State campus at the invita singled out as a people unfit to be
German
citizens because they did not
tion of the Student Activities Council
Speakers Committee and the Black have what was called 'pure German
blood,'" she
Student Association.
"The massacre of 60 million Jews said.
Apartheid,
still haunts the world today," said
Mandela, daughter of imprisoned she added,has
South African activist Nelson Man followed the
dela. "The world isfaced with another same path as
threat. The threat is apartheid and it the Nazis' at
tempt toexter
has a resemblance to Nazism."
Mandela, who has lived in the minate the
United States for four years, spoke of Jews in Eu
the hardships Africans in her home rope. First the
land have endured while fighting for Nazis demor
alized and detheir rights.
In South Africa, blacks outnumber humanized
whites by more than 5 to 1, but Man the Jews, then
dela says blacks are denied equal stripped them
rights, security and the guarantee of of homes and
possessions
living an independent life.
"We arenot atall regardedas human before ship
beings," said Mandela. "According to ping them to
the SouthAfrican laws,we donot exist death camps.
Mandela said Maki Mandela
as a black people."
Just as the outbreak of Nazism in apartheid has
Germany evolvedinto thepartial mas already progressed to the second
sacre of anentire ethnic group, racism stage.
"It was precisely because the soil of
in South Africa has slowly developed
into white supremacy and a "black South Africa was already drenched

with the blood of innocent African
people that we, the African National
Congress, felt it our duty to make
preparation...to use force in order to
defend ourselves," she said.
The problem of apartheid is not
South Africa's
problem alone; it
is a universal
problem, said
Mandela.
"Apartheid,
my dear friends,
is a crime against
humanity," she
said. "Iknow there
are some of you
who are asking
yourselves, Why
should I be con
cerned withSouth
Africa and apart
heid? After all, I
am miles and
miles away from
the African con
tinent.' But if
there is no peace
and stability in
the world, then I can't see how you
Americans canenjoy peace andstabil
ity in your country."

Faultfinding Mission
continued, from page 5

just westof Denton, Mo., the Memphis
State researchers found patterns of
sand andclay that,to theinitiated, tell
the story of a major quake 178 years
ago.
A wall of sand,almost twofeet wide,
rises from below the trench to the
surface. Layers of sand and clay show
signs of displacement.
"When the ground starts shaking,
the sand, coming from fairly near the
surface, boils up to the top in these
walls," Dr. Schweig said. "The offset
ting is probably due to some combina
tion of faulting and liquefaction."
Sand and clay patterns in the
trenches tend to confirm the geolo
gists' guess that the New Madrid is a
strike-slip faultwhere thetwo edgesof
a defect in the earth's crust move lat
erally, Dr. Schweig said.
Memphis State researchers have
taken soil samples that will be tested
by acarbon-14 datingprocess to deter
mine when it was formed deep within
the earth. By comparing the dates of
side-by-side samples,the geologistscan
estimate when a quake occurred.
"Now that we apparently have
something tolook at, we havea chance
to add to the knowledge about the
fault," Dr. Schweig said. "It gives usa
deeper insight of the process of earth
quakes; how deep they occur, how the
earth moves.
"This is going to give us a lot of
material for research for the next few
years."||

Superconductors
continued from page 7

requires expensive liquid helium and
costly, complicated machinery.
"For most things, it isn't very prac
tical," he said.
The current excitement over super
conductivity began in 1986 when IBM
researchers inSwitzerland discovered
that a metallic ceramic compound
achieved superconductivity at a tem
perature slightly above 20 degrees K.
Within a year, other scientists re
ported similar progress in the field. A
University of Houston team led by
Paul C. W. Chu reported a compound
that achieved superconductivity at a
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relatively warm 98 degrees K, only
283 degrees below zero Fahrenheit.
"That puts superconductivity inthe
range ofpracticality," Dr. Garlandsaid.
"If you have to use helium, it gets too
expensive and complicated. But now
we're talking about temperatures that
you can achieve with liquid nitrogen.
"Liquid nitrogen is cheap,"he said.
Other advances havebeen made by
scientists at the University of Ala
bama at Huntsville and the Univer
sity of Arkansas. By the fall of 1989, a
Wayne State University team was
reporting that a compound based on
bismuth had achieved superconduc
tivity at 200 degrees K.
That temperature can be main
tained by a mixture of dry ice and
acetone.
Most of the new compounds are
based on various combinations of bis
muth, strontium,calcium andbarium.
"It's stuff that you can find in al
most any high school chemistry lab,"
Dr. Garland said. "For $10 worth of
chemicals, you can get into supercon
ductor research."
Dr. Garland and a Memphis State
colleague, Dr. M. Shah Jahan, have
been working on superconductors in
earnest since 1986. Dr. Garland has
been developing new superconducting
compounds andstudying themagnetic
properties of new compounds.
Dr. Jahan's interest lies in testing
materials used in the research.
Both faculty membershave received
NASA fellowships for research in the
field. Dr. Jahan is spending a year at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory
in NewMexico, where he iscontinuing
his superconductor project.
Dr. Garland has duplicated dozens
of superconducting compounds in his
laboratory in the basement of Mem
phis State'sManning Hall.After grind
ing thechemicals togetherwith anoldfashioned mortarand pestle, heforms
the powder into wafers using a simple
but powerful press.
The wafers are then baked in an
electric furnaceat 900degrees F for as
long as two weeks.
"One of the big differences is heat
treatment," Dr. Garland said. "The
heat treatment seems to be a factor in
when a compound reaches supercon
ductivity."
Once manufacture of the ceramic

wafer is complete, Dr. Garland meas
ures its electrical resistance as he
lowers the temperature with liquid
nitrogen.
"The resistance shouldfall with the
temperature," he said. "When you
reach transition, it suddenly goes to
zero."
At that point, the ceramic disk will
levitate asmall magnet. As longas the
temperature is maintained, the disk
will conduct electricity without resis
tance.
But aside from the entertainment
value of the demonstration, do super
conductors have a practical purpose?
Dr. Garland says it may be decades
before superconductors become com
mon, but engineers are already plan
ning their use in some military and
space hardware.
"The first application will probably
be in sensors to detect infraredradia
tion in missiles," Dr. Garland said. A
thin film of superconducting material
is very sensitive to small changes in
temperature, and could be used in a
heat-seeking missile's aiming device.
Superconductors could also find
their way into astronomy, providing
scientists with a highly sensitive
method for measuring the tempera
ture differences of objects in space.
NASA is also experimenting with
superconductors as low-friction bear
ings in motors and other machinery
used in spacecraft.
But other superconductor applica
tions will have to await decades of
research, Dr. Garland said.
"The Japanese have been experi
menting with a train that rises off the
track with a superconductor," Dr.
Garland said. "They use a supercon
ducting magnet cooled with liquid
helium. The magnet is so powerful
that iterases everybody'scredit cards."
However, themachinery neededto cool
the magnet to superconducting tem
peratures is also so large that there is
no roomfor passengerson thetrain, he
said.
It is not likely that present genera
tion superconductors will find their
way into high-voltage electrical trans
mission systems.
"You can'tdraw ceramicsinto wire,"
Dr. Garland said. "You would have to
manufacture it in place, and then
there's the problem ofmaintaining the

low temperature."
Despite the problems inherent in
superconductor research, Dr. Garland
sees a promising future. After all, he
says, transistors had only limited
practicality when they were first in
vented.
"I suspect that we'll overcome some
of the problems,"he said. "Then it will
be up to people to decide what to do
with superconductors,."^

"Projects like this produce public
recognition for the University," said
Bedno, "but we also produce really
competent, professional students." (§§

America's Parks
continued from page 21

are going to face out there. We enact
those roles during afternoon and eve
ning sessions,"he explained."So if you
hear screaming and yelling in the
Central parking lot on some spring
evening, it's probably our class doing
role-play."
It's more thanjust lightweight play
acting.
"I had a student who was working
as an Arkansas ranger," Dr. Dwyer
recalled. "The first evening she was
patrolling by herself there wasa fight
in thecampground. One guywas beat
ing up another guy. She broke up the
fight and arrested one of the guys.
Then she calledme later that evening
(in Maine) and said, 'It was just like
you said it would be, only easier.'"
In additionto role-playing,students
learn about firearms, handcuffs, selfdefense, constitu
tional law, civil
rights, investiga
tions andtraffic ac
cidents. The train
ing — similar to
that of a law en
forcement academy
— is rigorous but
not regimented.
"We're working
with high-quality
students. We don't
wear uniforms or

a performingart," said Dr.Dwyer, who
has been involved in police training
since 1970. "What you're doing is in
teracting with somebody ina waythat
tries tomotivate thatperson andmake
Port to Port
him or her do what you want. It'sbody
continued from page 16
language. It's the way you communi
tude is extremelyrare. Portfolio-wise, cate verbally.Certainly thereare night
it isone ofthe mostvaluable piecesI've sticks and Mace and handguns and
other things —and people doresort to
had."
Minor wasasked todesign aChrist them. But in general we're talking
mas exhibit for the museum. Other about law enforcement as a perform
Memphis State students may soon ing art.
"When anofficer
have the opportunity to work on proj
arrives at a con
ects in Chicago.
"I was really impressed by the stu frontation, who's
dents' work," said museum Curator got the problem?"
Ed Dietrich."All ofthe feedbackI have he continued. "The
received has been positive. The stu officer's got the
dents alsogave us sketches of possible problem. And the
future exhibits, and members of the solution? The bad
museum society thought they were guy's got the solu
positive as well. We will probably ask tion. Theofficer has
other students to do exhibits in the to act in a way that
maximizes the bad
future."
Museum officials plan to expand guy's willingnessto
the facilities as soon as they receive help the officer
fundingfor theproject. MemphisState solve his problem."
At MSU, class
students have submitted numerous
plans and drawings for the proposed room studies and
expansion. Because space is limited, video review are a
only small artifacts, photographs and part of the pro
ship models are currently displayed. gram, but the park
"Phase II should be more dynamic ranger trainee
and larger in scale,"said Bob Goode, a sharpens his or her law enforcement
graduate student and participant in skills by rehearsing.
"Just like any otherperforming art,
the maritime project.
The openingexhibit wasfeatured in you learnlaw enforcementby perform
the Chicago Sun Times and on the ing," said Dr. Dwyer. "Role-playing is
the thrust of my program. We go out
front page of the Chicago Tribune.
"There was a lotof good press onthe into the Central Avenue parking lot
exhibit," said Beghtol. "We came off and students get a chance to portray
well in Chicago — as a group able to and deal with drunks, bad guys and
complete a project within a giventime people trying to shoot them."
Dr. Dwyer relies heavily on his
frame and budget."
In addition to acquiring valuable experiences to help prepare students
work experience, the students made for situations they will encounter in
contacts withprofessionals fromlarger the field. He has spent 17 summers as
cities. The positive impression left in a seasonal ranger, including the last
Chicago by the students was not the 13 at Acadia National Park in Maine.
"I have a good idea of what these kids
only benefit.

Jim Detterline
leads pack
llamas along a
trail in the
Rocky Mountain
National Park.

salute or check fin
gernails," said Dr.Dwyer. "Also,I don't
spend any time with them in physical
training. They know that in order to
get a job they have to be in shape, so
I'm not going to waste mytime watch
ing them run around the track or do
push-ups."
Since the program's inception, ev
ery Park Ranger Training graduate
interested in a job has found employ
ment, according to Dr. Dwyer. While
most alumni work with the National
Park Service, many have been em
ployed by the state park agencies of
Tennessee, Arkansas and Missouri;
the U.S. Fish andWildlife Service;the
Internal Revenue Service;or local law
31

enforcement departments. Graduates
have received high marks.
"We've hadstudents whosaved lives
and receivedcommendations," said Dr.
Dwyer. "Of course, like in any work,
some are better than others. Nobody
has evercome homenot likingthe job."
Dr. Dwyer interviews and handpicks students accepted into the pro
gram. Each year morethan 100 people
from across the UnitedStates indicate
interest in the program. From those,
about 35 or 40 are chosen. Academic
requirements are high. A gradeof A or
B is required to advance to the second
semester. Students maintaining B
averages are awarded certificates
which enablethem tobe commissioned
as federal law enforcement officers.
Dr. Dwyer encourages students inter
ested in permanent ranger positions
to major in such disciplines as life
sciences, earth sciences or parks and
recreation.
"We look at gradepoint averageand
we look at interests and background
and what they want to do when they
grow up, so to speak," Dr. Dwyer said
of thestudent selectionprocess. "Iwant
people who can write and speak the
King's English. The main criteria are
that you have good verbal skills and
that you meet people well."
Dr. Dwyer expects MSU's Park
Ranger Program to become even
stronger.
"The Department of Health, Physi
cal Education and Recreation has
developed anemphasis inranger train
ing around this program," he said.
"What hasevolved isa generaloutdoor
ranger trainingprogram, ofwhich mine
is now a part. I teach the law enforce
ment portion, along with Patti
Murphree, an instructor in HPER and
a veteran seasonal ranger in Yellow
stone. Harriette Lavenue, an assis
tant professorin HPER,makes a major
contribution to our program by in
structing a two-coursesequence innonenforcement ranger skills."
The Park Ranger Program also
receives assistance from the Shelby
County Sheriff's Department. "What
they dois providetheir facilitiesto our
students," said Dr. Dwyer. "Without
the Sheriff's Department, I couldn't
function."
Many factors — intensive training,
careful student selection and coopera
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tion withother Universitydepartments
and law enforcementagencies — have
contributed to the program's continu
ing success. In spite of the high de
mand for MSU Park Ranger gradu
ates, Dr. Dwyer emphasizes quality
over quantity.
"We haven't gotten bigger through
the years, and that is by design," he
said. "Weare tryingto keepthe quality
of our product very, very high. Image
is important. After all, these rangers
are representingnot only our country,
but also Memphis State." 0

Fire Ants
continued, from page 13

"The red ants are slowly replacing
the black fire ants,"he added."The red
ants are very competitive. They feed
off vegetables, succulent plant roots,
seeds, other insects and even nesting
birds."
Fire ants can reduce the bobwhite
quail population in a field by 15 per
cent, Dr. Bancroft says. The insects —
which devour agricultural pests such
as boll weevils, cornworms and sugar
cane borers —also destroy ticks,chiggers, scorpions and tarantulas. The
ants' three-foot-high moundscan over
turn tractorsand damageagricultural
equipment.
The insects are dangerous because
they are able to mount a coordinated
attack against intruders disturbing
their colony.
"They are highly organized," Dr.
Bancroft said. "Theygo out andforage
for food and water, and a foraging
party can send signals to other ants
about food and location.
"Fire ants have their own alarm
system," he added. "When anything
disturbs the mound, they can respond.
The number of ants involved is deter
mined bythe amountof disturbance.If
a childputs hisfoot on a mound, virtu

ally every worker antin thecolony can
be involved."
After swarming over an intruder,
defending fire ants emita pheromone,
an externalhormone that serves as an
alarm signal. When the signal is re
leased, says Dr. Bancroft, all ants
simultaneously sting the intruder.
It is the ability to cover a victim
with their burning stings that makes
the fire ant sodangerous. According to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
10,000 human victims of fire ant at
tacks seekmedical attentioneach year.
The AmericanAcademy ofAllergy and
Immunology estimatesthat morethan
20,000 people are treated for fire ant
stings, most of themin Texas, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana and Mississippi.
Although thespread of fire antscan
be slowed by using chemical insecti
cides, eradication of the insects is vir
tually impossible, says Dr. Bancroft.
"People should not go out and do it
(treat thepests) ontheir own,"he said.
"There are different chemicals for dif
ferent situations, and you can make
the situationworse ifyou usethe wrong
chemical."
Dr. Bancroft says attempts to kill
off the ants by using gasoline or diesel
fuel can actually cause the insects to
spread.
"Some peoplehave triedto use home
remedies," hesaid. "They have poured
diesel fueland gasolineon themounds,
but that really doesn't work. The ants
mobilize and move away and before
you know it, they have a mound 10 or
20 feet away from the original one.
They will stake out in another part of
the yard, or they just move on down
the road and hit someone else."
Some chemicals slow the ants' re
production by preventing the queen
from laying fertilized eggs, Dr. Ban
croft says. Other methods use a bait
that is carriedby worker ants into the
colony where the poison destroys ant
larvae. Others kill the ants oncontact.
Dr. Bancroft suggests thatproperty
owners contactthe Tennessee Depart
ment of Agriculture or their county
agent if they suspect fire ants have
moved onto their land.
"Chemicals areeffective onlyif they
are used with some understanding of
how they work," Dr. Bancroft said.
"But it's probably not going to be pos
sible to eradicate the fire ants." @
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